Sitting on a Tell:
Some thoughts on the Quantification of Samian
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well enough rehearsed by Fulford and Huddleston to
require no further comment, except perhaps to observe
that the great range of samian vessels produced must
mean that, even if other factors are equal (and they are
unlikely to be) the number of sherds generated by a
single samian vessel will vary considerably from type to
type. This in turn means that sherd numbers will not tell
one much without an indication of types present.
Weighing is a method sometimes used to arrive at a
crude quantification of samian and one which clearly
finds some favour with Fulford and Huddleston. Here,
it is worth asking just what the object of the exercise is.
The purpose, presumably, is to compare results between
various sites (ibid. 44). It sounds simple, but is it? It is
clearly a false statistic to know that half as much, by
weight, of samian was recovered from site A compared
with site B. Site A might have been half as extensive as
site B or have been occupied for less of the samian
importing period. It is slightly better to know that the
samian from site A represents half as much, as a
percentage of all pottery recovered, when compared
with site B. But, again, the nature of a site and its
chronology will affect the statistics. A few more Dressel
20 amphorae from site A could easily have a dramatic
effect on the proportions of other vessels. Equally, the
types of vessels in use and even their period of
production will affect the weight of sherds found. It will
take quite a few small Flavian form 27's to make up the
weight of a late-Antonine 45. Even within the same
form, weighing will not necessarily be very useful.
Potters such as Cinnamus produced both large and small
decorated bowls. A coarse Antonine 37 will not weigh
the same as a fine South Gaulish one. Weighing then is
too imprecise to tell us much about any collection.
We return,. therefore, to some sort of vessel count.
We have already said that the type of samian report
usually produced provides a basic vessel count. Could
this be improved by the use of a statistical method such
as EVES? Clearly it might, but the problem lies in the
method used to calculate EVES. As applied to coarse
pottery generally, only rims are counted. If this were to
be done ( and it would have to be for the sort of
'compatibility' demanded by Fulford and Huddleston)

Reading the summary of quantification methods in the
recent Fulford-Huddleston Report (1990, 6-11), one
could not help wondering if the authors had read Agatha
Christie's evocation of the pre-war Near Eastern
excavation, 'Come Tell Me How You Live' (1946,
reprinted 1983) which commences with a parody of
Lewis Carroll containing the following observation of
the pottery specialist:
He said: "I look for aged pots
Of prehistoric days,
And then I measure them in lots
And lots of different ways.
And when (like you) I start to write,
My words are twice as long
As yours, and far more erudite
They prove my colleagues wrong."

It is not the purpose of this note to comment on the
Fulford-Huddleston Report in general, but rather to offer
an observation on the assumption, implicit in the report,
that the methods of counting coarse pottery 'in lots of
different ways' should be exactly replicated for the
quantification of samian ware.
Let us start with the statement that 'samian specialists
do not normally include quantification in their service'
(ibid. 49). This seems only to be true if by quantification one means the weighing of sherds and the
calculation of EVES. This surely, however, is a misunderstanding of the nature of the evidence. Samian
studies are the most form-based of all pottery studies. It
is often possible to ascribe a form number to even the
most minute of sherds, if it comes from a diagnostic
part of the vessel. In these circumstances a list by form
number of all samian present is generally a
quantification by minimum vessel count.
Before accepting that the generally used method of
describing samian does in fact provide the quantification
required by the Fulford-Huddleston Report, it would
perhaps be instructive to examine other available
methods of quantification.
Sherd counts will obviously tell us less about an
assemblage than a listing by form. Its drawbacks are
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then it is arguable that we would lose more information
than we would gain, simply because wall sherds of
samian can often be ascribed to particular vessel types
(and thus to specific vessels) while in most cases
coarseware wall sherds cannot.
Here, surely, we arrive at the fundamental difficulty
in trying to apply a single method of comparison
between different classes of pottery. One only does so
by seeking common factors which, in this case, are not
particularly high. Samian, by its nature, is different from
most other classes of Roman pottery. It is mass
produced and standardised to a degree not found in
other Roman pottery. As a result of this, of its wide
geographical spread, and of the work of generations of
scholars in North-West Europe, far more is known about
it than about most other pottery found in Roman Britain.
To apply the same methods of study to samian as to
other pottery, produced in a totally different manner and
on a totally different scale, is to misunderstand the
nature of the evidence. Methods of quantification should
surely be aimed at obtaining maximum information
from the pottery and not sacrifice information for
uniformity across widely different classes of pottery. It
is surely wiser to accept differences, especially where
they can yield a more precise quantification than is
possible with other pottery.
Samian is unusual among Romano-British ceramics
in being reported on by specialists who are, in the main,
not unit based. Fulford and Huddleston wish to change
this somewhat by making plainware the responsibility of

unit-based staff. The aims of spreading the load and
increasing the numbers of those with proficiency in the
subject must clearly be applauded. One wonders,
however, if what is needed is not a total division of
tasks (with its accompanying danger of the loss of a
single overview of the entire collection), but rather
greater understanding on the part both of fmds unit
staff, and of excavation directors, of just what
information their samian can give them. Experience
suggests that if the material is sorted by phase and
presented with an approximate idea of the dating of
each phase, the specialist is able to minimise timeconsuming (and expensive) work on residual pieces to
the benefit of all. If the training recommended by
Fulford and Huddlestol1 was directed at producing unit
finds staff capable of preliminary sorting, approximate
dating and of working with the specialist toward an
agreed objective, then the saving to units could be
considerable. At the same time it would seem that
samian specialists need to impress on those who receive
and publish their reports the different character of the
pottery with which they deal. The Fulford-Huddleston
comments on quantification suggest that, in addition,
there is a gap in understanding as to just what there is
in a samian report. Quantification· of a very specific
kind is there. Clearly we need to discuss ways in which
it can be used to the overall benefit of our
understanding of the sites involved.
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